
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mini tiered cakes 
 
Our mini tiered cakes are perfect for those occasions where you need something special 
and you want the “look” of a tiered cake but you do not really need the cake to be as 
big as a tiered cake. 
 
All of the mini tiered cakes are available in any of the following flavours, 
 

1. Vanilla cake, vanilla bean frosting and lemon curd filling 
2. Vanilla cake, vanilla bean frosting and mixed berry curd filling 
3. Vanilla cake, vanilla bean frosting and homemade butterscotch filling 
4. Lemon cake with vanilla bean frosting 
5. Lemon poppy seed cake with vanilla bean frosting 
6. Chocolate Nutella cake 
7. Chocolate cake, dark chocolate ganache & pecan nuts 
8. Carrot & pecan cake with cream cheese frosting in between layers - vanilla bean 

frosting on the outside 
9. Red velvet cake with cream cheese frosting in between layers - vanilla bean 

frosting on the outside 
 
 

1. Two tier - small @ R350 *12-15 
Each tier consists out of one layer of cake only.  Bottom tier 18cm round, top 
tier 15cm round.  The cake can be decorated semi naked or frosted in a rustic 
way with vanilla bean frosting on the outside. 
A message can be added on top @ R20 extra. 
 

2. Two tier - medium @ R450 *15-20 
Each tier consists out of one layer of cake only.  Bottom tier 22cm round, top 
tier 18cm round.  The cake can be decorated semi naked or frosted in a rustic 
way with vanilla bean frosting on the outside. 
A message can be added on top @ R20 extra. 
 

3. Three tier – small @ R475 *15-20 
Each tier consists out of one layer of cake only.  Bottom tier 18cm round, 
middle tier 15cm and top tier 10cm round.  The cake can be decorated semi 
naked or frosted in a rustic way with vanilla bean frosting on the outside. 
A message can be added on top @ R20 extra. 
 

4. Three tier – medium @ R675 *25-30 
Each tier consists out of one layer of cake only.  Bottom tier 22cm round, 
middle tier 18cm and top tier 15cm round.  The cake can be decorated semi 
naked or frosted in a rustic way with vanilla bean frosting on the outside. 
A message can be added on top @ R20 extra. 
 

 


